
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of application packager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for application packager

The pursuit of root cause for all problem & incidents to eliminate
reoccurrence
Proactive monitoring of applications and all related/integrated technology to
prevent problems
Work closely with clients to gather requirements and implement high quality
solutions which are scalable, free of defects, and meet business needs
Designs, codes, tests, debugs and documents application packages
The ability to navigate the IS organization as needed to resolve problems as
quickly as possible
This position requires the individual to have a clear understanding of all
procedures, policies, and guidelines to ensure that changes made to the
production environment always have the appropriate approvals, change
controls, and have been thoroughly tested
This individual should ensure we are always in compliance, can effectively
advocate the team's position, and protect our clients, applications, and the IS
organization from undue risks, system failures, or failing periodic system
audits
Applications within this area require 24 x 7 availability and rotating on-call
support coverage and have an internal and external client base in all major
markets
Strong communication skills both verbally and written, including consultative
ability to gather data and ask probing questions will be a key role in this
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Communication will include contacts with business clients third party service
providers

Qualifications for application packager

RSA Environment and experience
The candidate should possess between 3 - 8 years of relevant professional
experience
Must have knowledge of Windows 7 operating system (file system and
registry level)
Minimum of 3 years' recent experience packaging applications and
application updates
Level I staff will support Level I roles to “plug and build” and also
troubleshoot packages and require at least 1 year of experience
Bachelor's degree in a technology related field required or an equivalent
combination of education and experience from which comparable knowledge
and abilities can be acquired


